the possibilities for wider contextualization of Islam in time as well as space, that are offered by the emergent,major (re)periodization known neutrallyasthe First Millennium.
The First Millenniumwas brought to birth in the mid-1980s in the a-textual world of pre-Christian North European archaeology.M orer ecentlythe British Museum has backed it in exhibitions adopting primarily material approaches to milieux thatalso yield aheavy freight of texts,such as the Silk Road and Egypt.² Where the main evidence is hard-to-dateo bjects rather than documents or texts,the round-figure neutrality of aperiodization such as the First Millennium is unavoidable. But such neutrality (or imprecision) is also desirable for better-documented areas such as the one here under discussion, the purpose being firstlyt omake clear therea re no absolute discontinuities in human affairs, and secondlytoa void the suspicion that one is periodizinginorder to explain aparticular historicalevent or process. This would both be inherentlyteleological, and to an excessive degree imposeonhistory our view of what does or does not need to be explained,insteadofleaving the evidence to throw up its own questions as well. In the First Millennium one can hardlyi gnoret he establishment,governance, justification and expansion/defence of the Iranian, Roman and caliphal empires,orthe rise and spread of religious movements especiallyJ udaism, Christianity and Islam, or the relations between these empires and religions. The inception of relations between Iran and Rome, the career of the Christian prophet, and the first stirringsofthe rabbinical movement,all occurred around the beginning of the First Millennium. The maturation of arecognizablyclassical form of Islam can be dated to the tenth and eleventh centuries. As symbolic markers of the beginning and end of the millennium we have Augustus who foundedthe RomanEmpire, and IbnS ī n ā(Avicenna) who through apersonal synthesis created the preconditions for reconcilingphilosophywith Muslim theology(kalām). To begin with aruler and end with athinker,far from being inconsistent,draws attention to the intertwining of empires and conceptst hroughout the First Millennium. It also avoids the impression that this periodization seeks to impose 'conceptual coherence' wheret herem ay have been none-although this danger,i nherent in small-scale divisions ('The Age of Justinian/ Napoleon'), is less present in large-scale periodizations.
My use of the term 'maturation' also demands comment.Some scholars resist biological metaphors³ because of ap erceiveda nthropocentrism and teleology.B ut wines mature too. And history is the studyofmankind in time,sothe inappropriateness of biological metaphor is not self-evident.Given that each generation builds to some degree on the work of its predecessors, there mayb easense of purpose/telos too. Iapplythe term 'maturation' to cultural and conceptual systems, and what Iintend is the development of such systems from their beginnings-often hard to pin down and differentiate from other systems-to apoint wherethey acquirearecognizable identity,which mayr esemble how they appeart oday, assuming they have survived(which several First Millenniumsystems have). Maturation mayormay not also implyc ontinuity,a nother much debated term. In the case of Greek philosophy, Roman lawo rt he scriptural monotheisms, we are talking about processes lasting manyc enturies, so an element of continuity can hardlyb ea voided. But at the same time, maturation often entails definition of 'orthodoxy' and exclusion of 'heresy',h ence scission of communities and traditions,a nd initiation of new processes of maturation. Therefore, talking about maturation does not inevitablye ntail excessive continuitism.⁴ In the First Millennium, Islam is at certain levels continuous with the earlier scriptural monotheisms,and indeed the Qurʾāncriticizes them for mistaking or obscuring the extent to which Islam wasp rophesied in their scriptures (5.19, 61.6) . But it alsobreaks away,a nd embarkso nits own process of growth and maturation, liket he Church duringi ts prolongeds eparation from the Synagogue. The whole interlinked, reactive process-the parallel evolution of Synagogueand Church, their separation and independent maturation, then the Qurʾanic reaction and the maturation of Islam-will not be grasped within anyc hronological framework narrower thant he First Millennium. But it must be grasped,i fw ew ould understand how we arrivedw herew ea re today.
Given, though, that the exclusion of the Arabian monotheism by students of late Antiquity is mirrored and reinforcedbythe laterMuslim trope of jāhilīya, the AgeofIgnorance that supposedlyp revailedp re-Islam,⁵ we are alerted to the probability that our inclusive First Millenniumw ill encounter resistancem ore ideological and entrenched than scholarlyq uibbling about periodization.A so f2 015 there are those in the Muslim world who dynamite whole ancient cities because theire xcavation and preservation as 'culturalh eritage',o ften at European or American initiative and in order to sustain artificial 'national' identities, rejects the example of idol-de-struction givenbyAbraham and Muḥammad.⁶ As for Christianity,for most of the last millennium and ah alf its various strands have avoided open-minded engagement with Islam.Hardlysurprising,then, that it is just when the Christian view of history begins to loosen its grip, at least on Western Europe, that we find Machiavelli taking an ew,m ore generous tack.
Machiavelli exalted the armed prophet-prince, notablyM oses, and admired the theocratic polities such men had founded. But while Moses was al egitimate object of praise in sixteenth-century Italy, the founder of the religion that sustained the Ottoman Empire was not.H enceM achiavelli'sr eticence about Muḥammadh imself. In his Discourses on Livy,though, he declares that Roman virtù passed to the Saracens and Turks as well as the Germans, for Islam 'did so many great thingsand seized so much of the world after it destroyed the East Roman Empire'.⁷ From this we mayeasily deducehow Machiavelli would have written about Muḥammad. We mayalso note this earlyo ccurrence of the notion, central to the present essay, that therei sm ore than one road out of Antiquity.B yH obbes'sd ay it was possiblet oi nclude Muḥam-mad, alongside Numa Pompilius, among 'the first Founders, and Legislators of Common-wealths amongst the Gentiles'.⁸
The significance of such statements lies not just in adegree of open-mindedness about Muḥammad, but also in the implication that,i fh ew as not purelyaprophet, he could not be dismissed purelyasanimpostor,asChristian polemicists always had (even if initially, in the seventh century,hehad struck them more forciblyaswarrior and lawgiver than as prophet⁹). Willingness to takeIslam seriously, and to includeit in historical narratives, more often than not sprang from adesire to undermine Christianity'sc laims. Fora ne xtended expression of this new,m ore calibrated if still polemical view of Islam, we mayc onsider EdwardG ibbon's Theh istoryo ft he decline and fall of the Roman Empire. Published between 1776,the year of the American Revolution, and 1788, the eveofthe French Revolution, Thedecline and fall immediately captivated ap ublic aware of the fragility of empire, and painted such ap ersuasive picture of the life and death of one empire that it came to be assumedt hat others would almosto fn ecessityr esemble it.Y et it is no exaggeration to sayt hat the full forceo fG ibbon'sh istory of empires has still not been felt.A lmost all his readers agree with Norman Baynes'sj udgment thath ei sn ot worth the effort after 476, in other words from chapter 39 onwards.¹⁰ Onlyl imited exceptionsh aveb een made, for instance for chapter 44 on Roman law, or chapter 50 on Muḥammad. As for Gibbon'ss cathing treatment of Byzantium, it gainedj ustified notoriety.B ut it was preciselyt his decision to carry the story of Rome'sf all down to the Ottoman conquest of Constantinople in 1453 that necessitatedm ore thanj usto ne chapter on Islam.
To justify neglectingR ome on the Tiber for alien, Greek Rome on the Bosporus, Gibbon argues that 'the fate of the Byzantine monarchyi spassively connected with the most splendid and important revolutions which have changed the state of the world'.¹¹ By this he primarilyi ntends the rise of Islam-which he later calls 'one of the most memorable revolutions,which have impressed anew and lasting character on the nations of the globe'¹²-and the empires of the Arabsa nd then the Turks. In fact Gibbon treats at length, over seven whole chapters and sections of others, the empires of the Umayyads,A bbasids, Seljuks,M ongols and Ottomans.H et akes care to reassure his readers that,while 'the excursive line mayembrace the wilds of Arabia and Tartary',still 'the circle [of Thedecline andfall]will be ultimatelyreducedto the decreasinglimit of the Romanm onarchy'.¹³ The great work'sc oda offers aprospect of Old Rome as the Renaissance dawns. But this cannotdisguise the radical historiographical innovation here being proposed: no less than abandonment of traditional Protestant as well as Catholic fixation on Europe'sr oots in Greece, Rome, Judaea and the Papacy; and its replacement by avision of twomain highways leading away from Antiquity,the well-troddenL atin Roman way, but alsoa nother starting from Greek Constantinople and leadingt oA rabic Damascus and Baghdad, whenceo ne branch went to Toledo, Paris and Oxford, while others connected more directlyt oC airo, Rayy,K onya and Istanbul,t he capitals of what we mayc all the Islamic Commonwealth.¹⁴ Awareness of these two highways lies at the heart of the First Millennium periodization.
Gibbon livedatatime when educated Europeans might be knowledgeable about Asia and appreciate its historical originality and sometimes even its contemporary vigour,a nd just before the industrial, military and colonial expansion of the nineteenth century-and the racism stoked by the Greek uprising of 1821a nd its Turkophobe apologists-encouraged an arrogancethat made it hard to takeAsia seriously anym ore.¹⁵ Perhaps this is what made the vision delineated in Gibbon'sl ast three volumes so unappealing to his otherwise admiring posterity.T he attitude persists today, intensified by specificallyanti-Muslim hysteria. Even Gibbon'smost assiduous current student,John Pocock, in his six-volume Barbarism and religion completed in 2015,a ccepts the conventional judgment that Thed ecline and fall climaxes with the collapse of the Roman Empire in the West and the end of its 'grand narrative',while he regards the three 1788 volumes as 'radicallyd ifferent histories' lacking ag rand narrative, and has almostn othing to saya bout them.¹⁶ Pocock leavesu ntold half the story in terms of Gibbon'sthree volumes out of six,orfour fifths of it chronologically. Givent he progress of historical research, but also Gibbon'su ncritical approach to some of his main sources, he was for generations read primarilya saliterary monument; while thanks in recent decades to ArnaldoMomigliano and John Pocock, he has also become an important chapter in the fashionable history of historiography. But his treatment of Islam both as part of acontinuous narrative starting in Antonine Rome (and which in later years he felt ought to have begun at the death of Augustus¹⁷), and as an ecessary accompaniment to the history of East Rome and emergent Latin Europe (through the Crusades),i dentifies him as af orerunnero f the First Millennium periodization here proposed. Gibbon can still help generate new historical insights, provided the full extent of his history is taken into account. Reading onlythe truncated Decline and fall of the first thirty-eight chapters,plusthe 'General observations on the fall of the RomanE mpire in the West',m erelyf latters the Eurocentric prejudices of thosew ho see Rome'sf all to Alaric'sV isigoths in 410 as the end of Antiquity.Taking on board the full Declineand fall of seventy-one chapters initiates one into amore polycentric, Eurasian view of Antiquity and the Middle Ages, right down to 1453.
Here, though, we shallm odestlyc onfine ourselvest ot he First Millennium, viewed primarilya saperiod of crucial conceptual maturations in politics,r eligion and the sciences. The idea of Rome, incarnated by Augustus and Christianized by Constantine, is paralleled by the Sasanid Empire with its Iranian, Mazdean identity and its aspiration to restore the glories of the Achaemenids. The rabbinicp hase in Judaism, sparked by Rome'sd estruction of Jerusalem in 70 CE, unfoldso nb oth Roman and Sasanid territory,a sd oes (with ag reater inclination towards Rome) the patristic efflorescence of Christianity.Outside the sphere of the scriptural monotheisms, we observethe Justinianiccodification of Romanlaw,the Galenic synthesis of Greek (Hippocratic) medicine,and the harmonization of Plato and Aristotle in the philosophical schools especiallyo ff ifth-to sixth-century Alexandria. Then, in the crucial seventh century,the revelation of the Qurʾānsparksthe creation of anew em-pire, the caliphate, and its 'Islamicate' culture, open to Jews and Christians as well, sometimess trikingly original, other timesi ndebtedt os everal or all of these earlier developments. We have,t hen, af ield of empirest raversed by streams of concepts, whose interactions as wella si ndependent identitiest he historian must map.
The engagement thatm ost characterized the First Millenniumo nt he imperial stage, notablyt hat between Iran and Rome, had not been without precedent.T he wars of the Persians and Greeks had theirs equel in Alexander'sc onquest of the AchaemenidE mpire and his burning the royal palace at Persepolis to revenge-it was said-Xerxes'sd evastation of Athens. Alexander provoked and inspired rulers from West to East for agea fter aget oc ome.Y et Rome had no sustained contact with the Arsacid or 'Parthian' Empire, which graduallys upplanted Alexander'sS eleucid heirs, until Pompey annexed Syria as ap rovince, rather thanaclient state, in 64 BCE. His triumviral colleagueC rassusl aunched an ill-conceivedi nvasion of Rome'snew neighbour in 53,and receivedawell-deserved comeuppance at Carrhae. That could have taught the Romans at hing or two about the pitfalls of Mesopotamian campaigning,ofwhich they did enough, occasionallywith catastrophic results, over the next seven centuries. Yetn obody took the lesson to heart until in 624 -27 Heraclius, who waso fA rmenian ancestry,d elivered ak nockout blow to Khusrau II in his heartlands of North-West Iran and Mesopotamiav ia the mountain route (which the Armenian ruler of the dayh ad told Crassus to take). This is not the place to delve into relations between Rome and Iran, the former well-documented, and paradigmatic for theorists of empire, the latter almostu nknown save from RomanorArabic sources, and so un-paradigmatic that comparative historians of empire prefer to pairRome with China (yet admit that direct contact was so negligible thatc omparison works better via intermediaries, such as the Kushans for trade or the Huns for diplomacy and war¹⁸-but not Iran!). Yett he inability of either Iran or Rome to deliverthat knockout until it was too late underlines the balance of power between 'the world'stwo eyes'.¹⁹ There was asense thatthey accounted for what mattered in the oikoumene, while what laybeyond was unknown for good reason. Hencet he evolution of the Alexander legend, which embroideredt he Macedonian'sc onquests in the East but radicallyi nnovated in the West by taking him to Ocean'se dge.The Qurʾānh as the prophet-kingD h ūʾ l-Qarnayn (who bears striking resemblancet oA lexander)v isit both the rising-placea nd the setting-place of the sun.²⁰ Surely this, and anything else they could gather about Alexander,will have set am ental map for the Umayyad caliphs and generals who accomplished the bulk of the Muslim conquests from the Oxus and Indus to the Rome'sL evantine, North African and Iberianp rovinces, plus the vast peninsula of Arabia which neither Iran nor Rome had durablyp enetrated. The Mediterranean was now,i tistrue, divided for the first time since Augustus. But its Christian northern shore was exposedt oc onstant raidinga nd occasional colonization by Arab 'pirates',c ulminating in the ninth century.²¹ The Red Sea and the Persian Gulf were under Muslim control, facilitating access to India and ultimatelyChina. And the network of overland 'Silk Roads' between China and the Levant was at last unimpeded by Sasanid levies on trade.
This calls to mind the 'circulatory',a daptive and self-recreatingc haracter of Asian/Eurasian civilizations contrastedb yP rasenjit Duarat ot he linear, bounded, less trans-local flows thatcharacterize the European world, and especiallytheir 'tunneled' nationalist historiographies.²² Although there have been more than enough European and Mediterranean trans-local flows to make Duara'scontrastseem rather crude, he is right to draw attention in this context to the role of Buddhism, whose potential for imbuing the vast,a lmosts ub-continental Mauryan Empire with social cohesiveness was alreadyinthe mid-thirdcentury BCE recognizedbyKing Piyadasi, identifiedb ym oderns cholarship (not so convincingly)w ith the mighty Ashokao f later Buddhist legend.²³ Thesel egends, and much else we todays ee as classically Buddhist,infact date from the middle of the First Millennium and later.But very recentlyt he cavesr ound Bamiyan and elsewherei nG andharah avey ielded abundant sutras (scriptural texts) and abhidharma (exegetical works) written on birch bark, which push the history of Buddhist literature backt ot he first and second centuries CE.²⁴ Givent hatM uslim invaders terminallyloosened Buddhism'sgrip on India and Central Asia by the ninth century,this makes its documentable history in its historic homelands very much ap henomenon of the First Millennium, except for some archaeological evidence for monastic settlements from the third century BCE onwards (and the remarkable but chronologicallyoutlying sixth-century discoveries at Lumbini in 2013).²⁵ Buddhism'ss pread into Central Asia, China and Eastern Iran was hugely facilitated from the first century CE by the Kushan Empire, which stretched from Benares to the Middle Oxus includingt he Sogdian crossroads of Central Asia, and whose influencet ouched Kashgar at the western end of the Tarim Basin on the highwayt o China.²⁶ The first Kushan king,K ujula Kadphises (c. 30 -80 CE), aped Augustus's coinage,a dding legends in Greek and Kharosthi, while he fostered export of silk to Rome through his Indian Ocean ports. There are records of Indian embassies to Augustus and several second-centurye mperors.T he greatest Kushan ruler was 'Great King, King of Kings, Son of God' Kanishka I( seriallyr e-dated, most recently to 155 -c.179²⁷), whose patronage of Buddhism seems to have been modelled on Piyadasi/'Ashoka'.B ut the rise of the Sasanids from the 220s undermined the Kushans. From c.320 the Gupta Empire assumed some of its territories and dominated large areas of the subcontinent until the mid-sixthc entury Huni nvasions. Thereafter,f or the rest of the First Millennium, India producedn oc omparable imperial regime. It did though playhost to aculturalevolution that roughlycoincided with the First Millenniumand has recentlyattracted scholarlydebate.²⁸ From the mid-second century CE onward, Buddhism adopted Sanskrit in place of vernaculars such as Gandhari. This flouted the Buddha'so wn example; but it is part of awider story about the privileging of this previouslysacred languagef or secular literary expression as well, and for the rhetorical proclamation of political power (though not in administration and everydayl ife) across av ast zone from Afghanistan to Java, throughout the rest of the First Millennium. Sanskrit wasi deal for this purpose because (despite its manyl ocal scripts) it was not identifiedw ith particularp laces or peoples, except for the Brahmane xponents of Vedism, whose influencea lso favoured Sanskritization. Sanskritw as profoundlye xpressive,a nd was governed by rules so coherent,uniform and stable that mastery of grammarcame to be an attribute of kingliness. Comparing this development to the story of Latin as the learned, prestige linguafranca of the Roman West in the same period, bothunder the empire and in the earlyMiddle Ages, Sheldon Pollock has highlighted the role languagemay playi nd efining cultural worlds,evenw hent hey embrace several religions simultaneously or sequentially, or-as in South Asia-aplurality of statesa ll claiming to be 'universal'.The similarity extends to both languages' gradual loss of culturald ominance from the ninth centuryonward thanks to the emergenceofvernaculars, something paralleled in the Greek world (the languages of Oriental and Slavic Christianity) but not in the Arabic sphere, despite its huge extent.T ot his process of vernacularization there were political parallels too, notablyi nt he Latin West (Germanic successor states) and the caliphate (Abbasid successor states), less so in South Asia wheren os ingle empire had ever emerged. Pollock's 'Sanskrit cosmopolis' is ap henomenon of South and South-East Asia. To the north and west,inChina, Tibet,Central Asia and Iran, Buddhism spread and took Sanskrit with it.Itdid not add these regions to the Sanskrit-dominated core; nor did it confine itself to Sanskrit. Instead, it was here thatwhat has been called 'Buddhist late Antiquity'²⁹ witnessed unexpected interactions between Indian and other, alien systems of thought emanatingfrom the East (the Chinese and Tibetan versions of Buddhism are well known) but also from the West: Church of the East ('Nestorian') Christianity, Manicheism, and Islam. It is under the aegis of Islam,and specificallyin earlyAbbasid Baghdad, that we observeastriking encounter between Sanskrit scholarship propagated by men of Buddhist culture, and the Greek tradition.
During the reign of the Umayyad Caliph Hishām( 724-43)w as completed the conquest of the onlyf lourishing Buddhist (and thereforet os ome degree Sanskritic) region the Arabs ever colonized, namelyBactria/Tocharistan and the city of Balkh in what we call northern Afghanistan, athwart the highway from India into Iran or across the Pamirs to China. Af amilyk nown as the Barmakidsc ontrolled af amous, wealthyB uddhist pilgrimage-monastery near Balkh,t he Nawbahar.³⁰ The last Barmak had studied Indian astrology,m edicine and philosophyi nK ashmir,i nt he earlyy ears of the eighth century;b ut after Balkh fell in 725h ew as takenh ostage to Rusāfa in Syria by Hishām, and converted to Islam. His son Khālid, who had presumablygrown up in Balkh as aBactrian-speakingBuddhist,joined the Abbasid revolt against the Umayyads.H eh eld higho ffice under the first two Abbasid caliphs; his son Yaḥyā was tutor and eventuallyv izier to Hārūna l-Rashīd; and under the same caliph'sr ule Yaḥyā'st wo sons reached such ad izzy pinnacle of wealth and power that there was nowheree lse to go but an abrupt fall from grace in 803.B ut by then the Barmakids, who no doubtf ound the earlyA bbasid milieu slightlyu ncouth compared to Balkh, had had severald ecades to introduce their patrons,a nd the newlyf ounded capital Baghdad, to the ancient,s ophisticated Indian culture that was their birthright.Y aḥyā brought Indian doctors to work in the hospital he built.H ee ncouraged translation of Indian medical books, and sent am ission to gather Indian medicinal plants. He fostered interest in Indian religion (possiblyi ncludingB uddhism) and philosophy, political science and rhetoric, no doubt alongside the astronomya nd astrology Arabs had alreadys tudied before his day. Since some of the same works,presumablythe basic handbooks used in India and specificallyi nK ashmir,weret ranslated into Tibetan as well between the late eighth and eleventh centuries, we can see Kashmir,B alkh, Tibet and Baghdad as stopso na n Asian, Buddhist-mediated knowledge-circuit of just the sort Prasenjit Duaradiscusses.
Later Arabic scholars such as Jāḥiẓ,Ibn al-Nadīmand Bīrūnī treated Indian science with deep respect,while the Pañcatantra,amirror for princes masquerading as acollection of moralizing animal stories,became widelypopular in Arabic under the title Kalīla wa-Dimna. But in the long run Indian learning lost ground to the Greeks. Galenic medicine and Ptolemaic astronomyw erealreadysodeeplyrooted in the Syriac world, whose scholars then conveyedt hem into Arabic, that Indian medicine and astronomygainedr elatively little purchase. Aristotelian logic proved more congenial than Indian to defenders of Qurʾanic truth against Christian polemic. Nevertheless the competition between Indian and Greek scholarship in Baghdad allows us to reconnect,a fter this Asian excursus in the spirit of Gibbon, with the question posed at the outset,n amely the relationship between Islam and the more familiar Mediterranean and Levantine late Antiquity of Sasanids, East Romans, and the scriptural monotheisms.
To pursue this eminently comparative enquiry, we configure data and narrativessoas to detect commonalities and differences. We so disposeour evidence as not to impose harmony and coherence, but at least to suggest comparability.O therwise,n os uch cross-culturalp eriodization could work. But to keep in mind the livedr eality of the times in question, we must ask whether either our periodization itself, or this type of comparison, formed part of the mental toolkit of contemporaries.³¹ Depending on the answers, it maybep ossible to locate an advantageous standpoint to surveyt he First Millennium we are interested in. Foro bvious reasons of chronological coverage, that vantage point will be located toward the end of our period.
It is possible to find tenth-or earlye leventh-centuryn arrativest hat claim to be historical and employ aF irst Millenniumf ramework. As triking example is the account left by,a mong others, the Muslim philosopher Fārābī (d. 948)-who spent his career in Baghdad, Syria and Egypt-of the transmission of Aristotle'st eachings and the Aristotelian curriculum from Alexandria, whereA ugustus undertook at horough inventory of the corpus Aristotelicum, via Umayyad Syria to the Baghdad of his own day.³² Rather similar to this is the letter written in 987b yt he leading Baghdadi rabbinical authority (gaon) Sheriraben Ḥanina, tracing the formation of the Mishnah and the Talmud in the aftermathofthe destruction of the Jerusalem temple in 70 CE, Late Antiquity, Islam, andt he FirstM illennium: AE urasianp erspective and the succession of Babylonian scholarchs down to his day.³³ Sherira'sa ccount is more factuallycredible thanFārā bī's; but bothfocus on as pecific intellectual tradition in order to demonstrate that anarrowly defined succession of transmitters delivered orthodoxdoctrine safely to the man who just so happens to be the author.Afew decades later the Church of the East bishop of Nisibis,E lias bar Shenaya (d. 1046), wroteachronicle thata dopted an immenselyw ider frame-the empires of Iran and Rome, and the caliphate, and by implication both Christianity and Islam,f rom the time of Abgaro fE dessa, Tiberius, PontiusP ilate and Christ down to 1018. This is the nearest we gettoacontemporary history of the First Millennium, but with afirmly institutional rather than doctrinal focus: empires and episcopal sees. Elias'smodels were, among others, the Arabic historian Ṭabarī (d. 923) and the ecclesiastical historian and chronicler Eusebiuso fC aesarea (d. 339). But Ṭabarī,being an Iranian as well as aMuslim, had no interest in Rome and very little in the western lands of the caliphate; while Eusebius and all his continuators down to Jacob of Edessa (d. 708), whom Elias alsou sed, livedt oo earlyt oh aveasense of the First Millennium or-of course-for more thanp assing cognizance of Islam.
From these three distinctive perspectiveso nt he First Millennium, derivedf rom each of the scriptural monotheisms,i ti sp redictablya pparent that the vantage point from which to survey it willb eA bbasid Baghdad, or more generallyM esopotamia. Fārābī and Sheriralived in the capital, while Elias of Nisibis wasfamiliar with Baghdad and its doings, notablyi ts ecclesiastical affairs.³⁴ We shall return to Baghdad later.
Absent from these texts,t hough,i sa ni nterest in comparison. This is true of Fārābī and Sherira by definition, and of Elias because of the brevity and factuality the chronicle format imposes. Systematic comparison wasa nywayn ot much favoured in the First Millennium, except in polemic wheret he outcome was predetermined and the method and materials therefore unappealing to the historian. Nevertheless two textsare worth invoking here, one for being so unusually impartial that it is hard to divine the allegiance, far less the identity,ofits author,sothat it illustrates rather well the possibilities of comparative scholarship in the First Millennium; and the other because its comparisons,a lthough polemical, set the tone for the last phase of the First Millennium.
If the latter text is obviouslythe Qurʾān, the former is alittle-known work, probablyf rom the 390s, which its manuscripts call Lex Dei quam Dominus praecepit ad Moysen,i mplying aJ ewish or possiblyC hristian standpoint,w hile from the late 1500s scholars chose to emphasize its comparative aspect by renamingi tCollatio legum Mosaicarum et Romanarum.³⁵ Taking cues from the Decalogue, the anonymous author sets out parallel quotations from the Pentateuch and Roman legal sources, highlighting their essential unity,n ot without tweakingt hem ab it.A tt his period, ap erson eager to demonstrate the coherenceo fM osaic and Roman lawi nL atin was most likelyaChristian; but for present purposes what is even more interesting is his ability to juxtapose and comparesources from two totallyalien traditions without evident parti pris and in full awarenessthat the culturalsynthesis under wayi n his own times was bound to depend on both. One of the imperial rescripts he includes is Diocletian'so f3 02 against the 'Persian poison' of Manicheism that was infecting Rome'ss ubjects at that time, but also( it seems) against Mazdaism.³⁶ This adds further dimensions to his comparative enterprise.
Rome, if we locate the Collatio there or possiblye lsewhere in Italy, was af ine centref rom which to undertakec ultural comparisons in the late fourth century, though not for much longer,e speciallyg iven the neglect of Greek. By contrast,t he Qurʾān'sorigin in the Ḥijāzisperipheral to Rome and Iran alike. While that location is partlyresponsible for the idiosyncrasies in the Qurʾanic view of Judaism and Christianity,i tm ust also explain how its author acquired critical distance from both, as well as observing the Great Warbetween Iran and Rome from asafe if not impartial position (30.1-5). No subject of East Rome would have publiclyp roclaimed such scepticism of Christianity, while no inquisitive subject of the Sasanids would have remaineds oi diosyncraticallyi nformed about either of the scriptural monotheisms, and theirn umerous and loquacious adherents.
Hereisnot the place to examine in detail the Qurʾān'stake on Judaism and Christianity.S uffice it to sayt hatt he 'straight path' (al-ṣirāṭ al-mustaqīm) sura1pro-claims, 'the path of those Youh aveb lessed, not of those against whom there is anger,n or of those who go astray',t ogether with the scripture'se mphasis on the long succession of prophets including Jesus, and 'sealed' (33.40) by Muḥammad, places it,via aprocess of comparison, at the culminating point of scriptural monotheist history.I no ther words, comparison leadst oageneral sense of periodization too, givena lsot hat the awareness of kerygmatic culminationm eans that we must also be at the beginning of an ew (albeit final and possiblyb rief)p hase when mankind gets its chance to absorbthe pure new Arabic scripture before the Eschaton. According to this theological view of things, then, the new Prophet and his revelation are the pivot of human history.
So much for the contemporary,F irst Millennium viewpoint.B ut what about the moderna nd secular-or at least non-Muslim-historian'sv iew of the same landscape? We have seen that the notion of more than one 'straight path' out of Antiquity is alreadythere in Gibbon, however minimalits impact on his posterity.Wenow need Late Antiquity, Islam, andt he FirstM illennium: AE urasianp erspective to consider more seriouslythe various First Millennium dynamics thatoffer support to Gibbon'sa rgument,a nd alternativest ot he more traditional narrative-appealing to Catholics but not radicallyo verturned by Protestant scholars, who werel ikewise Latin-speaking Europeans-thatconcentrated on the Roman Empire in the West ceding its prestige and some of its power to the Papacy, whose complicated relations with emergent German imperium in the North provided the stuff of history until the dawn of the Renaissance, alsopartlyfostered by the Popes. Taking the other,Oriental routeo ut of Antiquity, we shalla gain find ourselvesd rawn towardsB aghdad, 'the metropolis of Islam'.³⁷ Ihavealreadyalluded in passing to the Eurocentric notion,for which Gibbon'ssupport has falselybeen claimed, that Antiquity ended in 410o r4 76.L eaving aside the possibilityt hat 'Antiquity' mayn ot have died in one night,i ti se vident that these dates meant little to the Greek East,l et alone Sasanid Iran. Yett here are other possible dates that do involvethe East:not just 600,discussed above, but also 529,when Justinian banned the teaching of lawa nd philosophya tA thens³⁸-though not in other centres such as BeirutorAlexandria, which detracts somewhat from the terminal nature of the event.The date of the Council of Chalcedon, 451, is popular among patrists, who nearlyall belong to Churches that accept that council, and certainlynot to the Oriental traditions, on which see further below.Rabbinicists draw attention to the period around 500 when the Babylonian Talmud is said to have 'closed',while conceding thati tw ent on evolving into the eighth century.A nd although the Roman Empire continued in the East until Trebizond fell in 1461,the habit of re-baptizing it 'Byzantine',from the seventh centuryifnot earlier,conveys an impression of novelty and discontinuity as well as alienation, givent he word'sc onnotations (here Gibbon is genuinelyt ob lame). It is hard then to escape the impression that,e ven without invoking Islam, something old died and something else, perhaps not entirely agreeable, came into being between 400 and 600,o ralittle later.
Yetitispossible to view the fifth and sixth centuries in amoreconstructive and developmental light.F or example, the philosophicals chools of Athens werea ssociated with Platonism; and while there wereChristian Platonists too, the Athenian Platonists weret hought excessively attachedt ot he old pantheon.A tA lexandria, though,adifferent approach to ancient Greek philosophyprevailed. As alreadymentioned, it was based on the view,propounded by Plotinus'spupiland editor Porphyry (d.c. 303), that the wayt od eal with apparent conflicts in the teachings of Plato and Aristotle was to 'harmonize' them. In the sixth century,e speciallyi nt he work of John Philoponus (d.c. 570), we see an attempt to harmonize this tradition, in its turn, with the Christian scriptures.A lthough evidence for the Alexandrian schools fades in the seventh century, Syrian Christian graduates such as Sergius of Resh'aina (d. 536)h ad long since taken the Alexandrian curriculum home and started to expound in Syriac (in Sergius'sc ase), and eventuallyt ot ranslate (as knowledge of Greek dwindled or philosophicaltastes spread), its more elementary parts, especially Aristotle'sl ogical works.
SyriacA ristotelianism was, then,a no utflow from the philosophical curriculum of Alexandria, which was aself-justifying course of intellectual training equallyvalid for worshippers of the old gods, or the Christian God-or eventuallythe Muslim God, the God of Fārābī for example. If Christians wanted to avoid direct contact with Plato and his pagan interpreters,however harmonized with Aristotle, they might substitute the mystical theologyo f' Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite' (fl.c. 500), aC hristian student or reader of the Platonist philosopher Proclus of Athens (d. 485) done into Syriacb yt hat same Sergius of Resh'aina.³⁹ Therefore, no essential aspect of either the Christian or the philosophical strands of First Millennium culture-not even the harmonization of Plato and Aristotle-wasi naccessiblet osixth-or seventh-century SyrianChristians, even if they knew onlySyriac. But weaving them together was harder.Eversince the Arian debates in the fourth century,Greek philosophical terminology, Aristotelianl ogic in particular,h ad insinuated itself, not without controversy,i nto Christian doctrinal formulation in the Greek-speakingworld. The Christological dissensions of the fifth century,e speciallya fter Chalcedon, generated another huge bodyofphilosophicallyt inged polemic, increasinglyi nS yriact oo. The authority of scripture and the fathersr emained pre-eminent,b ut philosophical language was often invoked, and some sawA ristotle behinde very heretic.⁴⁰ Nevertheless,despite the bitter divisions, includingthe emergence of aparallel, anti-Chalcedonian or 'miaphysite' ecclesiastical hierarchy, the Church could still aspire to generate consensual solutions and restorei ts own unity.S ergius, named for Syria'sf avourite martyrs aint but having renounced his parents' anti-Chalcedonianism, ascended the patriarchal throne of Constantinople in the same year Heraclius took the imperial throne (610), and served until he died in 638. He undertook to bridge the divide between the adherents of the one and the two natures in Christ with his first 'monenergist',s ubsequently 'monothelite' doctrine of two natures Late Antiquity, Islam, andt he FirstM illennium: AE urasianp erspective (for adherents of Chalcedon) but one natural activity or will (for its opponents)-an eminently philosophical formulation.⁴¹ Afterprolongeddebate,including an attempt to silence Monothelitism'sm ost philosophicallys ophisticated opponent Maximus the Confessor (d. 662) by amputating his tongue and right hand, monothelitism was rejected as heresy,a lbeit not definitively until 680 -81. 'And while the Church…was being troubled thus by emperors and impious priests',w rotet he ninth-century Greek chronicler Theophanes, 'Amalek rose up in the desert,s miting us, the people of Christ,a nd there occurred the first terrible downfallo ft he Roman army…' Beforelong,another theologyofunity,far more radical but framed in explicit response to the disputatiousness of Christians and their corruption of the scriptures, was established in the lands whereS ergius had grown up, and whereM u ḥ ammad had no doubt formeds ome of the impressions of Christianity expressed in the Qurʾanic revelation delivered duringj ust the samey ears Sergius served as patriarch. Islam too was catalogued by some contemporary observers as another in the long line of Christian heresies.I tw as more than that,a nd enjoyed the crucial advantage of being based outside the empire, beyond Constantinople'sr each. But the comparison with Sergius'sm onothelitism does highlight the Church'sa ttempts to grapple with the sameproblems to which the Qurʾānoffered aless philosophicallyinformed response-and perhaps,j ust for that reason, am orep ersuasive one.
In the history of Christian doctrine, then, the year 600 is no more than451 acaesura; and the Qurʾānmay be seen, at one level, as continuing(rather thaninterrupting or abandoning) these debates. Recent scholarshipdemonstrates continued interaction between SyrianC hristianity and earlyI slam.⁴² Fore xample, Syriacp olemical texts provided amodel for earlyMuslim apologetics in Arabic; while the Greek theological tradition was not formallys ummedu pu ntil an Umayyad subject,J ohn of Damascus (d. 740s), compiled his Founto fk nowledge in conscious response to the Qurʾān'sstricturesonChristianity. John'sArabophone successors increasinglyadopted Qurʾanic terminology, especiallyw hen debatingw ith Muslims. Theodore Abū Qurra( c. 755-c.830), for example, aC halcedonian bishop of Ḥarrān( Carrhae), and well versed in Greek philosophy, expressed even such distinctively Christian doctrines as Trinitarianism in the concepts and languageofthe Qurʾānand Muslim apologetic theology(kalām), as no doubt when he disputed with Muslim scholars before the CaliphMaʾmūnd uring the latter'svisit to Ḥarrāni n8 29.N ote the attentionTheodore and others like him gave to thoseparts of the Old Testament-the Prophets and Psalms-to which the Qurʾāna lso frequentlya lludes.G iven the durability of Islam, and the alienation brought about by the failureofalmostall the other Christian traditionstoengagewith it,inboth East and West,itisperverse to ignorethis evidence of patristicArabic Christianity'sadaptability.I tisgermane to the periodization issue too, since it makes the full maturation of patristics in the light of Islam virtuallycoterminous with the First Millennium. The recognitionb ym ainstream patristics of Muslim-influenced Arabic patristics as an authentic mode of Christian expression would be an example of late Antiquity taking on new dimensions when viewed through the First Millennium lens from the multicultural and multiconfessional perspective of the caliphate. And it is germane also to the present-day dialogue of religions, and the possibility of building on what Judaism, Christianityand Islam hold in common, most of all the oneness of God, mediated to mankind (but also tragically obscured) through the doctrines of the Trinity and the Incarnation.
From these Syriaca nd Arabophone milieux we have just glanced at came the translators who, in earlyA bbasid Baghdad, rendered vast tracts of Greek medicine especiallyG alen, and Greek philosophyespeciallyA ristotle, either directlyi nto Arabic or indirectlyvia Syriac. The Arabic translation movement from Greek was one of the most fertilizingcultural achievements of the First Millennium. It evoked sceptical reactions among adepts of the Qurʾanic sciences especiallygrammar; and they were the majority of the educated class.⁴³ But for an influential minority, the Greek texts made possible afloweringofArabic learning and science and even Muslim theology (see below on IbnS ī n ā ), which has never lacked admirers among students of the Latin renaissance it provoked (after af urther phase of translation) from the twelfth century onward,b ut which also had its own autonomous history with manyl ater chapters in the Fatimid, Seljuk, Mongol, Safavid, Mughal, Ottoman and modern worlds,a ll way-stations along the second highway out of Antiquity.
To conclude this glance at the First Millennium stream of concepts as it swirls across the weir,o rr ather dam, scholars have erected at the c.600 mark, it deserves mention that recent research highlights how Jewish scholars too launched themselvesforth on the great ocean of Arabic.⁴⁴ The establishment of the caliphate united most of the world'sJ ews under one government.I to ffered the rabbinical elite a chance to impose the moral hegemonyo ft heir Talmudico rthodoxy from Central Asia to the setting sun. To the Babylonian academies of Pumbedita and Sūraʾ, which moved to Baghdad in the course of the latern inth and tenth centuries,J ews from all over did indeed appeal on disputed questions of belief and practice. But just as resistances emergedt ot he assertive new political and religious elites of the Muslim world, so by the late ninth century the rabbis too confronted ar ejectionist movement,the Karaites. Men such as Yefet ben ʿEli (d. after 1006) espoused rational theologys uch as the Muʿtazilites had propounded in the Muslim sphere from the ninth centuryo nward,a nd ditched the rabbinic notion of continuous revelation ('oral Torah')i nf avour of scripture, and Aramaic/Hebrew for the new world-language, Arabic. That exposed them to the latest currents in bothMuslim and Christian thought, especiallyinBaghdad wherethe whole world flowed together. Until very recentlyt he Karaites seemed obscure and peripheral, but thanks to improved accessibility of Russian libraries, with theird eposits of Hebrew manuscripts, they are now an exciting new frontier in scholarship. It appears thattheir intellectual choiceswere more typicalo fl ate First Millennium Judaism thanh ad been appreciated.
Farfrom attaining permanent,definitive form in the fifth to sixth centuries,then, Judaism and Christianity continued to evolve under and thanks to Islam. Not that the Islamicate world offered the onlye nvironment in which progress was possible, despite the insistenceofsome of its apologists that the Christian empire had corrupted its inheritance from the Greeks,w hich onlyM uslims were in ap osition to understand.⁴⁵ The history of lawi nE ast Rome after Justinian'sm onumental codification is proof enough, if one considers LeoI II's Ecloga (741)o rt he Basilics (c. 900), of the continued dynamism of this tradition too (even if in the caliphate Romanf ailed to competew ith Qurʾanic law). In moret han just the Muslim perspective,t hen, the seventh century was ap ivot not ab reak. Ip ropose now to flesh out this approach to First Millennium continuities by looking at 'GoldenA ge' Baghdad, for af uller sense of how it resumed and developed the First Millennium'ss tream of concepts. Despite its diversity of other faiths, there is no reason not to stayf or am oment with its Jewishcommunity,and particularlythoseJews whose philosophical interests exposed them to intellectual intercourse with scholars from other traditions.
Jews had taken no serious interest in philosophyafter the profoundlyHellenized exposition of scripture by Philo of Alexandria (d. 50 CE) .⁴⁶ The rabbis never alluded to Philo. But interest in philosophyb egan to revive in the ninth century (Dāwūda lMuqammaṣ)a nd wase stablished in the tenth thanks especiallyt oS aadia Gaon (d. 942),p erhaps the figure most central to Abbasid Jewry'sr apid evolution. As head of the Sūraʾ Academy,S aadia was fullyt rainedi nr abbinic tradition; but he was also well read in both Aristotle and the Platonizingt hought of the first Arabic Arabic intellectual debate. Jewish philosophydid not disappear again as it had after Philo, but became avigorous part of both the Latin and the Arabic thought worlds. One has onlyt ot hink of the Aristotelianism of Maimonides (d. 1204)-one of the manyr easons we talk about Arabic not Islamic philosophy. And it is noticeable that,w hereas Jews playeda lmostn op art in translating philosophyf rom Greek into Arabic, they werep rominent in its next transition, from Arabic to Latin.
In the closing years of the tenth century⁴⁷ an Andalusian visitor to Baghdad recorded how he attended an assembly( majlis) of scholars whereh em et Sunnis and 'heretics' (presumablyS hiites), Mazdeans, Jews and Christians, plus 'materialists' and 'atheists',b yw hich he must have intended philosophers. Oneo ft he non-Muslims proposed disallowing appeal to the Qurʾān(or,one assumes, anyotherrevealed scripture). 'Letusdispute with one another onlyonthe basis of arguments from reason, and what observation and deduction will support.' Our Andalusian was shocked by this and avoided anym ore such assemblies. But there are signs that this style of arguingwas not uncommon as away of ensuring rational discussion all sides could participate in. The relative merits of logic, in other words Greek philosophy, versus grammar,t hati st os ay the Qurʾanic sciencesa imed at elucidatingt he living word of God preserved in the Arabic scripture, werem uch debated. Among leadinga dvocates of logic weres ome of the Christian philosopherss op rominent on the tenthcentury Baghdadi scene, for example Fārābī'st eacher Abū Bishr Mattā (d. 940) or his pupil Yaḥyā ibn ʿAdī (d. 974). They might also be its victims, as when one of Yaḥyā'sChristian pupils, IbnZ urʻa, waschallenged as to whyChristians invoke Father, Son, and HolyS pirit rather than Mind, Thinking,a nd Thought.⁴⁸ There can be no mistaking the extraordinary diversitya nd intellectual interplay of Abbasid Baghdad, which goes some wayt owards justifying what mays eem like over-attention to dhimmi communities in non-Muslim research. But the greatest monuments of Baghdadi scholarship in this erai ssued from the Sunni Muslim camp, in fact from as ingle individual alreadym entioned in passing, Ṭabarī, whose name reveals that he hailed from Iran, as did the great majority of Muslim scholars at this time.⁴⁹ In Ṭabarī'sday the Persian language(he himself used Arabic) was poised to enter the revival phase sealed by Ferdowsi'sh istorical epic the Shahname,c ompleted in 1010.A nd Ṭabarī'sa wareness of the heroic tradition of Iranian Late Antiquity, Islam, andt he FirstM illennium: AE urasianp erspective history and culturew as no less intense than Ferdowsi's. He remains to this dayour principle sourcef or Sasanid history.H is Historyo ft he prophets and kings deployed the succession of Iranian dynasts as the frame for pre-Islamic world-history, 'since after the Persiansn on ation except them has ac ontinuous, unbroken history',n ot even the Jews.⁵⁰ And his account of the caliphso fI slam drawso namasso fe arlier traditions he had collected, as the ḥadīth scholarhewas, duringlong research trips. Ḥadīth, the sayingsofthe Prophet and his companions,was the foundation for both Qurʾanic and historical scholarship in earlyIslam.Onlywhen Ṭabarī approaches his own times does he achieveamore fluent narrative freed from the need to adduce stringso fa uthorities and several accounts of the same events. Naturally, Ṭabarī also deploys this traditionist style of writing in his Qurʾānc ommentary,h is other major claim to fame and the overwhelminglydominant specimen of its genre, canonical in the Sunni world. The accumulative type of research underlying both History and Commentary helps explain not onlyt heir immense length, but also the fact that Ṭabarī was able to establish asolid reputation in athird field of learning,Islamic law, whose four mainlines chools-Hanafis, Malikis, Shafiʿis and Hanbalis-were crystallizinga tp reciselyt his period, though they still had competitors, including one named after Ṭabarī himself. Although Ṭabarī starts from Creation, his History focuses overwhelminglyonthe period from the accession of the Sasanids in the 220s to 915 wherehestops-ashorter First Millennium. Imentioned earlier the limitations of his geographical horizon in the West.These limitations weretranscended, paradoxically, in an immenselybriefer work, Elias of Nisibis'se arly-eleventh-century Chronicle,i ndebted to Ṭabarī among others. Elias, whose First Millennium time-frame Ihavealreadyalluded to, exemplifies particularlyw ell the effortless rangeo fhistoricaland culturalr eferencea ne ducated Iraqi might dispose of (in contrast to, say, Constantinopolitan equivalents).⁵¹ His remit embraces the Sasanids, Rome and the caliphate; he presents his text in both Syriac and Arabic; he deploys hijri dating as soon as it becomes available; and he drawso nM uslim as well as Christian predecessors.
Am uchf uller-indeed maximalist-sketch of the Iraqi mental horizonm ight be obtainedinBaghdad itself by visiting the bookshops. One of the best,frequented by acoterie of intellectuals, belonged to one Ibnal-Nadīm, who inherited it from his father.Ibn al-Nadīmhad the idea of drawing up alist,orfihrist (a rare Persianword), of all the books he had himself examined or been told of by others. Completed in 987-88, the Fihrist is like at hematic bibliography, but occasionallys hows signs of evolving into something more like an encyclopedia.⁵² It aims to cover 'the bookso f all peoples, Arab and foreign, existing in the languageo ft he Arabs' (1.1,p .3 ;t r. 1). Ibnal-Nadīmlistsnumerous translations from Greek, Syriac, Persianand Indian languages, and drawsup, for example, specializedreadinglists of Indian medicalbooks in Arabic (the knowledge-circuit discussed earlier had not yetentirelylapsed). Ηein-cludes moderna uthors, for example Saadia Gaon (1.1,p.55; tr.44) in 942. He opens the first of his ten books by surveying 'the languages of the peoples, Arab and foreign',bywhich he means scripts, starting with Arabic, then Syriac, Persian,Hebrew, Greek and avariety of others as remotea sLatin(glimpsed on Frankish swords)and Chinese (seen on fans). Then he enumerates the scriptures of the Jews, Christians and Muslims. He drawso nl iving tradition too: desiring an authoritative account of the Christian Bible, 'Ia sked Yūnus the priest,w ho was an excellent man' (1.1,p .5 6; tr.4 5).
The Fihrist goes on to deal with the Qurʾanic sciences; grammarians; historians and genealogists; poetry;M uslim sects includingv arious strands of the Shiism Ibn al-Nadīmh imself espoused; eight laws chools not just four,a gain in order to embrace the Shiite traditions; and then, in book 7, translations of Greek philosophy, mathematics, astronomyand medicine.Next come collections of fables and lovestories from various languages, and books on magic; while book 9a ddresses non-recognizedr eligions like paganism, Manicheism and Buddhism, but oddlyn ot Mazdaism even though the Fihrist is repletewith Iranian materialsand its author mayhave been an Iranian. There are notes on India and China (partlyb ased on travellers' reports); and the closing book treatso fa lchemy. Conspicuous by their absence, though,f rom Ibna l-Nadīm'st axonomy-perhaps they werew ritten duringt he same years-are the Epistles of the Brethren of Purity,a na nonymous circle of again Shiite scholars active in Baṣra in the 970s and 980s.⁵³ The Epistles conveya general and relatively comprehensive scientific, philosophical and religious worldview in non-technical languagei nfused with religious values, without pushing back the frontiers of thought,b ut minutelyc lassifying the branches of learning according to the Aristotelianm odel, though their emanationist vision of knowledge and reality is redolent of late Platonism. Beyond these Greek philosophical debts, the Epistles draw extensivelyo nt he whole First Millenniumi ntellectual heritage, building awide rangeo fa llusion to Babylonian, Iranian, Indian, Jewish, and Christian learning on abroad, albeit imaginatively deployed, bedrock of Qurʾanic allusion. Their ideal mani s The Epistles are not uncritical in their treatment of the various strandsofthought they draw on, even the Qurʾanic. But one'sgeneral impression is of atolerantlyeclectic approach to the whole spectrum of knowledge accessiblet oa ne ducated tenthcentury Iraqi. Since Iraq was still at this time close to being the centre of the Eurasiatic world, the intellectual panorama offered by the Epistles takes in almost the whole First Millennium. One is particularlys truck by the Brethren'st endencyt o treat the Jewishand Christian scriptures more or less on apar with the Qurʾān. Nevertheless, acquisition of this universal and comprehensive encyclopedia is to one single and undisputed end, namelythe soul'ssalvation and its liberation from the physical world. And this is conceivedo fi naMuslim context: the culmination of human experience is Islam. Aroughlycontemporary and again anonymous compilation, this time in Syriac, and known as Theb ook of the cause of all causes,l ikewisemobilizes encyclopedic knowledge in the service of a 'universal religion' designed for all peoples, but this time necessarilyChristocentric.⁵⁵ Sectarian allegiances remained undeniablys trong, alongside an awareness of the congruence of notable traditions both human and divine.
There is an obvious attractiveness to ending this survey of First Millennium empires and conceptual currents with Baghdad'smuch-vaunted 'GoldenAge',inwhich scholars and their patrons brought together so much that was vital in the worlds Sasanid and Roman emperors and Muslim caliphs had ruled over.A bbasid Baghdadw itnessed the maturation of manyf eatures we now see as characteristic of 'classical' and indeed modern Islam.The tenth century is the point when the Qurʾanic sciences, law, historiography,and indeedthe schism between Sunnis and Shiites,all gaineda profile stillr ecognizable today. Yetw em ust alsoh eed Thomas Bauer'sr ecent warning that over-emphasizing these achievementsp lays into the hands of those who wish to see the next millennium,upt oo ur own times, as as tory of sterilityand decline in the Muslim world.⁵⁶ Baghdad was indeedatthe end of the tenth century the scene of bloodyconfrontations between Sunnis and Shiites.T he Abbasid caliph had become af igurehead controlled by Iranian Shiite generals, the Buyids.T he bottom was falling out of the Iraqi economya nd the commercial middle class was moving to Fatimid Cairo, which proclaimed itself the capital of ap arallel caliphate. The Jewisha cademies werei nd ecline,a nd their leading authorities would soon emigrate to new centres in North Africa and Spain. IbnS ī n ā(Avicenna) (c.970 -1037), who approached philosophical maturity around the turn of the millennium, never visited Baghdad. Instead, he was ac haracteristic product of the emergent 'Islamic Commonwealth' of autonomous states(such as those presided over by the Buyids and Fatimids)competing with each other in-among other things-offering asylum and patronage to wandering scholars. IbnSīnāpassed beyond Fārābī'sdedication to the by now millennium-old Alexandrian/Aristotelian commentary tradition, and constructed ap ersonal synthesis, reworkingA ristotle and preparingt he ground for the Ashʿarite compromise between Qurʾāna nd Prophetic tradition (manifesti nḥ adīth) on the one hand and am oderate appeal to rationalism (as in Muʿtazilism) on the other.I nh is later works,Ibn Sīnā spoke of his 'Eastern' philosophy, honouring his nativeKhurā-sāni nc ontradistinction to Baghdad and Alexandria. That and, looking forward, his huge influencea cross manycenturies in the Islamic world and in Europe, make his career an appropriate symbolic cut-off for the First Millennium-but by no means a symptom of decline.
In his Autobiography,Ibn Sīnā recalls how even as ayouth he argued against the Ismaʿili ideas debated in his father'sh ousehold.⁵⁷ This dynamic variant of Shiism fostered missionary activity across the Muslim world. One proof of the Ismailis' catholic tastes was their enthusiasm for the Brethren of Purity,whose Epistles would not otherwise have survived. It is likewisethanks to Ismaʿili scribaltraditions and admirablyp reserved libraries that scholars have recentlyb een able to reconstruct the teachings of one of their leadingm issionaries, Abū Yaʿqūba l-Sijistānī (d.c. 971), a restless spirit who pushed as hard at the imported Greek philosophicalt radition to bring out its Platonist as well as Aristotelian aspects, as he did at the inherited Muslim tradition to propagaten ot just what he conceivedt ob ei ts inherent rationalism (as did the philosophers), but also the imami belief in continuous revelation of esoteric truths.⁵⁸ That the Fatimids were Ismaʿilis (however majority-Sunni their subjects) ensuredthis remarkable movement af irm base from which to propagate itself so widelythatithas surviveduntil now,offering adistinctivemodel of Islam remote from the well-known stereotypes.
At the present political and culturalconjuncture, proposinganew historical periodization designed to bring late Antiquityand earlyIslam together in asingle narrative pivotedo nt he Qurʾāna nd Muḥammad will strike some as perverse. It nevertheless has obvious pay-offs in the scholarlys phere, by sensitizing students to neglected aspects of late Antiquity that help contextualize Islam,s uch as Iran first Late Antiquity, Islam, andt he FirstM illennium: AE urasianp erspective
